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Introduction  

Samet & Company PC is pleased to offer this study of employee benefit plans to assist you in 

evaluating your plan. The study includes guidance for best practices to facilitate proper plan 

administration and to avoid common plan failures. The study is comprised of data from plan year 

2011, which was audited in 2012.   

The Department of Labor continues to intensify its audit initiatives and scrutiny of 401(k) and 

403(b) plans. Now, more than ever, knowledge and experience are essential when dealing with 

the ever changing regulations of employee benefit plan administration and audits.  Every day 

brings new rules, regulations and compliance issues that must be addressed by the Fiduciaries 

and Plan Administrators of retirement plans. 

A quality audit of an employee benefit plan is in the best interest of plan participants and fulfills 

a fiduciary obligation of the Plan Sponsor. We are members of the American Institute of 

Certified Public Accountants’ (AICPA) Employee Benefit Audit Quality Center. This means that 

we subject ourselves to additional scrutiny to ensure that we maintain the highest level of 

service. Samet’s experienced professionals, led by Jay Kessler, CPA a Samet Shareholder, 

specialize in employee benefit plan audits and perform approximately 100 audits annually. 

Please call our office at 617-731-1222 with any questions. 

About this Study 

The 401(k) and 403(b) retirement plans audited by Samet had total assets in excess of $4.5 

billion and over 100,000 total participants.  These plans’ total assets ranged from $800,000 to $2 

billion with an average total asset value per plan of approximately $55 million.   

The plan sponsors were from a variety of industries and included privately held companies, 

publically traded companies and non-profit organizations.  Below is a breakdown of the entity 

type: 

 

53% 

26% 

21% 

Organization Types in Study 

Privately Held 

Companies 

Publicly Traded 

Companies 

Non-Profit 

Organizations 
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Plan Participation and Eligibility Requirements  

The participation rate for the plans in this study was 72% with an average participant balance of $56,745.  

In 2011, the average dollar contribution per participant was $4,118.  Of the plans surveyed, only 17% 

offered auto-enrollment.  This optional feature encourages increased participation.  

Enrolling non-highly compensated employees can lead to more favorable results on the plan’s non-

discrimination testing. Improved testing results can also reduce or eliminate corrective distributions to the 

highly compensated employees.  Higher participation rates may also decrease the average fees paid per 

participant by spreading out plan fees over more participants. 

 

Most plans contained eligibility requirements for participation by employees.  Plans typically determine 

eligibility based on age, length of service, or both.   
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Of the plans with an age-based eligibility requirement, 76% required that the participant attain the age of 

21.  Length of service was also a common requirement for participation in a majority of the plans 

included in the study. Service requirements for enrollment eligibility ranged from one month to two years.  

Plans typically included age and service requirements to decrease the administrative burden and cost 

associated with high employee turnover.   
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Employer Contributions 

Three quarters of the organizations in this study sponsored a plan that offered some form of employer 

contribution. Employer contributions included discretionary and/or nondiscretionary employer 

contributions.  75% of the plans included in the study offered employer contributions in their plan 

document and nearly 4 out of 5 actually funded the employer contribution in 2011. Given the minimal 

improvement in the economy, it will be interesting to track the trend of whether employers continue to 

provide employer contributions or eliminate these contributions in future years. 

 

For plans that offered employer contributions, the timing of the contributions was nearly evenly split 

between by payroll and annually.  Many plans that made the employer contribution annually also included 

the requirement that the participant be employed at December 31
st
. This requirement can help increase the 

plan sponsor’s retention of employees.  

  

 

The calculation for employer contributions was varied by plan and ranged from fixed dollar amounts per 

participant, to flat rates based on participant deferrals, eligible compensation, or some combination of 

both.  
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Roth Option 

The Roth option for defined contribution plans became available in 2006. Since that time, 39% of the 

plans in this study opted to offer this investment method to employees.  Adoption of Roth options by plan 

sponsors has been relatively slow, and stated reasons for this include the fact that they require additional 

administrative recordkeeping and payroll processing. Roth 401(k) contributions are irrevocable, such that 

once money is invested into a Roth 401(k) account:  it cannot be moved to a regular 401(k) account. The 

contributions are made by the employees from after tax dollars.  The major benefits are that the earnings 

on the contributions are non-taxable and the participant distributions are also non-taxable upon attainment 

of retirement age as defined by the IRS. 

 

 

 

 

39% 
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Plans that Offer Roth 
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No 

4% 

96% 
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Total Contributions 
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Five years after the introduction 

of Roth contributions for 

retirement, fewer than half of 

the plans offered this option.   
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contributions in this study 

are Roth contributions. 
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Loans 

Allowing participant loans within a 401(k) plan is allowed by law, but an employer is not 

required to do so. However, if offered, an employer must adhere to strict and detailed guidelines 

on making and administering these loans. Of the plans included in this study, 88% allowed for 

participant loans.  

There are no specific restrictions on the participant’s need or use of the loan proceeds in the 

statutes governing plan loans, but an employer can restrict the reasons for loans. Loans must be 

reasonably available to all participants. The loan must be paid back over a period of time no 

longer than five years, although this can be extended for a home purchase. 

If a participant had no other plan loans in the 12 month period ending on the day before they 

applied for a loan, they are normally allowed to borrow up to 50% of their vested account 

balance.  Participant loans are limited to a maximum of $50,000 and typically a minimum of 

$1,000.  If the participant had more than one outstanding loan in the last 12 month period, they 

would be limited to 50% of their vested account balance, or $50,000, minus the outstanding loan 

balance in the preceding 12-month period, whichever is less. 
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Fiduciary Responsibilities 
 

Are you a Fiduciary?  You might be and not even know it. 

 

The key factor in determining if the individual or entity is a fiduciary is whether they are exercising 

discretion or control over the plan.  Someone does not need to specifically be named a fiduciary – the role 

is determined by action, not title. 

 

The role of the Fiduciary is to manage an employee benefit plan and its assets. This usually includes 

trustees, investment advisers, individuals exercising discretion in the administration of the plan, members 

of plan’s administrative committee, and those who select committee officials.   

 

Standards of Conduct for Fiduciaries: 

 Act solely in the interest of plan participants and their beneficiaries with the purpose of providing 

benefits to them 

 Carry out duties prudently 

 Follow plan documents 

 Diversify plan investments 

 Pay only reasonable plan expenses 

 

Common Risk Areas that Fiduciaries should be aware of: 

 Not operating the plan in accordance with the plan document 

 No investment policy 

 Not having appropriate plan governance (plan committee and investment committee) 

 Not having regular committee meetings and documenting those minutes 

 Not taking action when issues are discovered 

 Not making timely plan contributions 

 Not understanding plan costs  

 Not regularly reviewing the service agreements with the vendors or not understanding the 

provisions of the contracts 

 

Responsibilities regarding Service Providers 

Fiduciaries are in charge of: 

 Selecting and monitoring plan service providers, and ensuring that they are performing all 

agreed-upon services 

 Reading and understanding contracts with vendors, as well as understanding the services to be 

provided to the plan by each vendor and who is paying for them 

 Developing and following a process for reviewing service provider fees on an ongoing basis 

 Hiring outside advisors with required expertise to assist with administering the plan as needed 

 If there is a change in the plan or TPA, facilitate the transition document and ensure there are no 

mistakes or oversights 
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Responsibility to Communicate 

Fiduciaries are in charge of communications to participants regarding the plan. 

 Hold regular education meetings and investment advice programs for participants 

 Provide participants with copies of: 

 Summary Plan Description 

 Summary Annual Report 

 If applicable, notices of automatic enrollment and blackout periods 

 If applicable, Summary of Material Modifications 

 Appoint roles and delegate responsibilities 

 

Responsibility for Plan Assets 

 To determine whether the organization should create an internal investment committee or 

contract with a qualified third party to review the performance of the investment options the plan 

is offering 

 Adopt a written investment policy, diversification of investment choices to minimize risk 

of loss 

 Determine how often participants are allowed to change investments 

 Ascertain whether the trust documents prohibit any asset choices 

 Document with written minutes any deliberations and decisions 

 Select and monitor investments within the plan 

 Consider if legal counsel and/or a financial advisor should be present at the meetings 

 

Additional Fiduciary responsibilities include ensuring:  
 All employees understand the plan 

 No prohibited transactions occur, unless exempted 

 The plan complies with non-discrimination testing 

 The ERISA bond is adequate 

 

Department of Labor Audits 

The Department of Labor (DOL) conducts more than 3,000 audits per year and is continuing to increase 

its resources in order to perform more audits.  A majority of retirement plans audited by the DOL were 

found to have deficiencies from oversight, errors, and omissions by plan sponsors. 

To avoid potential fines resulting from a DOL audit, review these common DOL investigation triggers: 

 Participant complaint 

 Annual Report Form 5500 red flags (administrative expenses, employer securities, personal 

property, partnership/joint venture interests, real property, real estate, loans) 

 Compliance Questions on the Form 5500 (contributions, loans, leases, transactions, bonds, assets) 

 Service Provider Referral (ERISA Co-Fiduciary liability – knowing participation or concealment, 

enabling a breach to occur, no reasonable steps to remedy situation) 
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Best Practices 
 

Administrative 

 Ensure that the correct census data is prepared for compliance testing and employer match 

 Appoint an employee benefit plan committee to discuss annual match, changes to investments 

and amendments to the plan. Properly document all committee meetings minutes. 

 When an eligible employee elects not to participate in the plan, have him or her sign a form 

documenting decision not to defer. 

 Establish a routine to recalculate forfeitures and matching contributions, track when contributions 

are received by the Plan, periodically make sure deferral rates are correct and 402(g) limits are 

not exceeded.  

 Provide sufficient training for employees in the accounting, payroll and finance departments who 

are involved with the plan. 

 Be aware of the various roles and responsibilities of the service provider and the fiduciary. 

 Document processes of monitoring plan and decision-making.  

 Organize regular meetings to discuss the plan, employer match decisions, and any recent changes 

in IRS & DOL regulations. 

 

Payroll 

 Ensure that eligible compensation, as defined in the plan document, is properly input in the 

payroll system. 

 Plan in advance for any changes to the plan, plan service providers or payroll provider. When 

changing payroll providers, ensure correct deferral amount and limits are transferred to the new 

system. When changing recordkeepers be aware of potential mapping errors. 

 Remit participant contributions and loan repayments to the plan as soon as administratively 

possible to segregate from general assets. Put procedures into place to ensure deposits are made 

by that date.  

 Put sufficient controls in place for manual processes (for example, deferral rates manually entered 

into payroll system, participant loan repayments, and employer matching/true-up contributions). 

Compliance 

 Employ an audit firm with expertise in auditing employee benefit plans (firm should be a member 

of the AICPA Employee Benefit Quality Center). 

 Understand the provisions of the plan document, and update the plan document to reflect any law 

changes.  

 Confirm that the employer matching contribution and vesting schedule agree to the provisions of 

the plan document. 

 Correct any audit findings or other operational errors on a timely basis.  

 Obtain a full-scope audit if the Plan does not meet the criteria for a limited scope audit.  

 Review documents and policies on a regular basis to ensure they are in compliance with IRS & 

DOL laws and regulations. 

 Meet all deadlines for filing the Form 5500. 
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Top Plan Failures 
 

 Failure to follow the terms of the plan document 

 

 Failure to follow matching contribution provisions (exclude eligible employees, wrong definition 

of compensation) 

 

 Failure to use correct plan definition of compensation (may be different for profit sharing 

contribution, nondiscrimination testing, employee deferral, improperly excluding bonuses) 

 

 Allowing ineligible employees to participate in the Plan (under age, length of service, not 

employed on last day of year) 

 

 Failure to follow loan provisions per the plan document  

 

 Unsigned documents or amendments, missing minutes confirming adoption of plan or 

amendment 

 

 Failure to satisfy ADP/ACP testing requirements (exclude employees that should been included, 

incorrectly thought qualified as safe-harbor plan, excess funds not returned in a timely manner) 

 

 Failure to include all eligible employees (member of controlled group so all employees of all 

members of the controlled group must be considered) 

 

 Failure to limit salary deferral to the 402(g) limits 

 

 Failure to follow hardship withdrawal terms (not confirming person’s eligibility, not stopping 

salary deferral) 

 

 Failure to deposit participants’ salary deferrals in a timely manner  

 

 Failure to obtain a plan audit when required   

 

 Failure to file the Form 5500 on time 

 

 Limited scope audit when full scope audit is required 
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Fees 

Plan-Level fees disclosure - 408(b)(2) Requirements 

This requirement was enacted to increase the ability of plan fiduciaries to assess the reasonableness of the 

fees paid to service providers.  Therefore, both service providers and fiduciaries have reporting 

responsibilities which include:   

 Understand and determine if the fees paid from the plan are reasonable in accordance with new 

408(b)(2) and 404(a)(5) requirements  

 All service providers that receive over $1,000 in fees (recordkeeper, custodian, TPA, investment 

advisor, broker, accountant, actuary, appraiser, and attorney) must now: 

 Disclose all compensation received (direct and indirect) 

 Provide a description of services 

 Disclose the amount of compensation attributable to recordkeeping services 

 Release each investment option’s annual operating expenses as well as other ongoing 

expenses 

 Fiduciaries must  

 Review the above described disclosures from service providers  

 Determine whether fees are reasonable  

 Determine that there is no conflict of interest 

Participant-Level fees disclosure - 404(a)(5) Requirements 

This requirement is intended to educate participants about the amount of fees they are paying so they can 

make more informed investment decisions.  

Annually, disclosure must be made to all participants who are eligible to make direct investment in the 

plan, or any beneficiaries with the right to direct plan investments: 

 Plan-related information 

 Information about plan administrative and individual expenses 

 Investments information about designated investment alternatives 

Quarterly, the dollar amount of plan level and participant fees taken from participants’ account balances 

must be disclosed. 

Compliance with 404(a)(5) is ultimately a fiduciary responsibility.  However, the required disclosures 

will be incorporated into the materials produced by the plan’s service providers. The fiduciary must 

ensure the disclosure from the service provider complies with the regulations and are distributed to all 

participants and beneficiaries.  
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 Calendar of Compliance Dates 

January     
31 Deadline for sending 1099-R to participants who received distributions during previous year  

  

 Deadline for determination letter submission for individually designed plan documents.  Year of 

submission is determined by last digit of EIN which for 2013 is 2 or 7    

     

February     

28 Deadline for paper filing form 1099-R with IRS to report distribution made in previous year 

   

March     

15 Deadline for processing corrective distributions for failed ADP and ACP test without incurring 

10% excise tax 

 

Deadline for corporations to fund contributions and claim  tax deductions    

     

31 Deadline for e- filing form 1099-R with IRS to report distributions made in previous year   

     

April     

1 Deadline to make the first required minimum distribution to terminated vested participants who 

attained age 70 1/2 in prior year and to participants older than age 70 1/2 who retired in previous 

year    

     

15 Deadline for processing corrective distributions for 402(g) excesses    

     

 Deadline for partners and sole proprietors to fund contributions and claim tax deductions  

  

June     

30 Deadline for processing corrective distributions for failed ADP/ACP test from plan with  

  

 EACA without 10% excise tax    

     

July     

28 Deadline for sending Summary of Material Modification (210 days after end of plan year in 

which amendment was adopted).    

     

31 Deadline for large plans to obtain qualified accountant's audit report to file with Form 5500 

unless extended 

 

 Deadline for filing form 5500 for calendar year plans or to put on extension (Form 5558)  

  

 Deadline for filing Form 8955-SSA or file Form 5558 to put on extension    

  

Deadline for filing Form 5330 used to report and pay excise taxes on prohibited transactions and 

excess 401(k) plan contributions that occurred in the previous year    
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September     

15 Final deadline for corporations to fund contributions    

     

30 Deadline for distributing Summary Annual Report  to participants provided deadline for  

 Form 5500 was not extended. The deadline is the later of nine months after close of plan 

 year or two months after due date of Form 5500    

     

October     

2 Earliest date to provide safe harbor notice, if applicable, for next plan year    

     

Earliest date to send annual automatic enrollment notices for the following plan year to 

participants for automatic contribution arrangements    

     

15 Extended deadline for filing Form 5500 for calendar year plans    

     

Deadline to adopt a retroactive corrective plan amendment if the plan fails minimum coverage, 

nondiscrimination, and/or compensation requirement for the previous year    

     

 Final deadline for partners and sole proprietors to fund contributions    

     

December     

1 Deadline for sending annual 401(k) and (m) safe harbor notice    

     

 Deadline for sending annual automatic contribution arrangement notice    

     

 Deadline for sending annual qualified default investment alternative notice    

     

15 Extended deadline for sending Summary Annual Report to participants    

     

31 Deadline for processing corrective distributions for failed prior year ADP/ACP test with 10% 

excise tax    

     

Deadline for correcting a failed prior year ADP/ACP test with qualified non-elective 

contributions  

      

 Deadline for amendment to convert existing 401(k) plan to safe harbor design for next plan year 

      

 Deadline for amendment to remove safe harbor status for next plan year    

     

Deadline for amending plan for discretionary changes implemented during plan year (certain 

exceptions apply)       

  

Required minimum distributions due under IRC Section 401(a)(9)   

 

 

 

 

  

       


